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There are two main areas which we have emphasized our effort

towards the understanding of the mechanism responsible for the broadband

electrostatic noise (BEN) observed in the magnetotail. The first area
concerns our work on the generation of BEN in the boundary layer region of the

magnetotail whereas the second area concerns the occassional presence of BEN

in the neutral sheet region.

For the generation of BEN in the boundary layer region, we have

developed the hybrid simulation code to the point where we can reliably
perform Iongtime, quiet, highly resolved simulations of field aligned electron
and ion beam flow. The result of the simulation shows that broadband

emissions cannot be generated by beam-plasma instability i£ realistic values

of the ion beam parameters are used. The waves generated from beam-plasma
instability are highly discrete and are of high frequencies. For the plasma

sheet boundary layer condition, the wave frequencies are in the kHz range,

which is incompatible with the observation that the peak power in BEN occur in

the 1O's of Hz range. We find that the BEN characteristics are more
consistent with lower hybrid drift instability as first discussed by Huba et

al (1977) and later on supported observationally by Cattell and Mozer (1987).

For the occasional presence of BEN in the neutral sheet region,
we have performed a linear analysis o£ the kinetic cross-field streaming

instability appropriate to the neutral sheet condition just prior to onset of

substorm expansion. By solving numerically the dispersion relation, we find
that the instability has a growth time comparable to the onset time scale of

substorm onset. The excited waves have a mixed polarization in the lower

hybrid frequency range. The imposed drift driving the instability corresponds

to unmagnetized ions undergoing current sheet acceleration in the presence of
a cross-tail electric field. The required electric field strength is in the

10 mV/m range which is well within the observed electric field values detected

in the neutral sheet during substorms. This finding can potentially account

for the disruption of cross-tail current and its diversion to the ionosphere
to form the substorm current wedge. Furthermore, a number o£ features

associated with substorm expansion onset can be understood based on this

substorm onset scenario (see enclosed preprint).
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ABSTRACT

A linear analysis is performed to investigate the kinetic cross-field

streaming instability in the Earth's magnetotail neutral sheet region.

Numerical solution o£ the dispersion equation shows that the instability can

occur under conditions expected for the neutral sheet Just prior to the onset

o£ substorm expansion. The instability results in the excitation of whistler

waves with a mixed polarization in the lower hybrid frequency range

propagating obliquely to the local magnetic field. The ensuing turbulence of

this instability can lead to a reduction o£ the cross-tail current which

drives the instability, causing the current to continue through the ionosphere

with the formation of a substorm current wedge. A substorm expansion onset

scenario is proposed based on this instability in which the relative drift

between ions and electrons is primarily due to unmagnettzed ions undergoing

current sheet acceleration in the presence of a cross-tail electric field.

The required electric field strength is within the range of electric field

values detected in the neutral sheet region during substorm intervals. The

skew in local time of substorm onset location and the three conditions under

which substorm onset is observed can be understood on the basis of the

proposed scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

The initiation of the expansion phase of a magnetospherlc substorm is

generally considered to involve a process by which the near-earth portion of

the cross-tail current in the magnetotail is drastically reduced or disrupted.

The current disruption is accompanied by a diversion of the cross-tall current

into the ionosphere, forming a current wedge. The radial extent of current

disruption has been estimated quantitatively for a small substorm to be

~3.5 RE in the innermost portion of the current sheet [Lui, 1978].

In many theoretical models, the substorm onset is attributed to

plasma instabilities in the neutral sheet. The tearing instability has been

discussed extensively in the literature as one possible candidate Ee.g.

C,aleev, 1979; see also Coroniti, 1985 for a critique]. Since cross-field

currents exist in the magnetotail, it is natural to consider cross-field

current-driven instabilities. Huba et al _19781 have proposed that the lower

hybrid drift instability (LHDI) due to a diamagnetic current may account for

the broadband electrostatic noise present in the high latitude boundary of the

plasma sheet. This instability has been explored further in terms of its

penetration to the neutral sheet, but with little success EHuba and

Papadopoulos, 1978 I. The mode is stabilized rapidly by the increasing plasma

beta and the decreasing density gradient as the neutral sheet is approached.

Another instability of interest is the kinetic cross-field streaming

instability (KCSI) first discussed by Wu et al. [19831 . The KCSI has been

suggested to explain microturbulence and plasma heating in colllsionless shock

waves EWu et al., 1984; Winske et al.. 19851 . The purpose of this paper is to

suggest that both KCSI and LHDI play important roles in triggering substorms,

with the former operating in the neutral sheet and the latter in the higher
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latitude plasma sheet. Numerical results of KCSI calculation are shown to

demonstrate its importance in the Earth's neutral sheet. Implications based

on this scenario for substorm expansion onset are then discussed.

SCENARIO FOR SUBSTORM EXPANSION ()NSET

There are several observed features in the magnetotail leading up to

substorm expansion (see, e.g. Akasofu, 1977). Prior to the expansion phase

onset, the magnetic field configuration in the near-earth plasma sheet is

noted to become very tail-like, implying that the cross-tall current

intensifies tremendously EKaufmann, 19871 . The magnetic field lines are

stretched out further down the tail and the plasma sheet is thinned to the

extent that the ions become unmag_etlzed in the neutral sheet region when

their gyroradii are larger than the field gradient scale length. Kaufmann has

noted that an integrated current density of 300 mA/m is required to create

tail-llke field configuration near the geosynchronous altitude. If the

near-earth plasma sheet is thinned to 0.5 RE at this time, then the average

current density is 0.1 la.4./m2. For a number density of 0.3 cm -3, the relative

drift between electrons and ions is 2000 km/s. If the magnetic field is taken

to be 5 nT, this relative drift corresponds to ~10 vA, which will give rise to

a significant growth of the KCSI as will be shown later (Figure 2).

We suggest that current disruption in the tail at substorm expansion

onset is due to the combined effect of the KCSI in the neutral sheet and the

LHDI outside the neutral sheet. Figure 1 illustrates this idea and the

coordinate system used in the KCSI calculation. The cross-field drift for the

KCSI arises from ions becoming unmagnetlzed in the neutral sheet (executing

Speiser E1965] orbits) and undergoing acceleration in a cross-tail electric
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field. On the other hand, the free energy source for the LIIDI comes from the

diamagnetic current associated with a density gradient which is increased

considerably by plasma sheet thinning prior to substorm onset. Since the LHDI

has already been discussed extensively [Huba et al., 1977, 1981], we shall

focus on the KCSI in the neutral sheet region.

KINETIC CROSS-FIELD S331F_AMING INSTABILITY FOR SUBSTORMONSET

1_ne dispersion equation under consideration is basically the same as

that given by Wu et al. [1983]. The appendix provides the details of this

dispersion equation. It is useful to consider some approximate properties of

the instability before discussing the numerical results. Following the

approach used in Wu et al [1983], one can show that when the ion beta _i is

large, the growth rate _ of the unstable mode can be expressed as

X/Or = _ 1/2 sin2e [ _i/_ i + 0.5 _e _e exp(-_e 2}] (1)

where e = cos-l(k - B} and _r is the real frequency given by the approximate

whistler dispersion relation e _ k2c2cos 0/_ 2. The other parameters are
r pe

defined in the appendix, e.g., _i and [e are given in Eq. (AS). Several basic

features are indicated in F_I. (11. First, the growth rate diminishes as e

approaches zero. Second, the KCSI can set in when the drift speed v is
0

sufficiently large such that the electron Landau damping is overcome by the

ion contribution to growth. Third, the growth rate decreases when the ion

beta increases.

We have solved Eq. (A3) numerically with a dispersion solver which

has been benchmarked by solutions given in Wu et al. [1983]. For our study,
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= n i = 0.3 cm -3 Ti/T T i= 10, = 2 keV, and B = 5 nT for the
we adopt n e ' e z

neutral sheet [Huang et al., 1959]. These parameters give a plasma beta

_i -_ 10, _0pe/l_ e _- 35 and the Alfv@n speed v A - 200 km/s. Note that previous

studies of this instability dealt with plasma regimes with _ _ 1. The plasma

beta in our situation is about an order of magnitude higher.

Figure 2a shows the wave frequency and growth rate maximized over

both the normalized wavenumber kp e and the propagation angle e for drift

speeds ranging from about 2.5 v A to 20 v A. The normalization for co and _ is

2 ,_2, 1/2
the lower hybrid frequency ¢01h = Opi/(1 + ¢0pe/_e; . which is about 20 rad/s

in our case. A significant growth rate for the KCSI is found at drift speed

just below 2.5 v A. Both the frequency and the growth rate become larger with

increasing drift speed. At Vo/V A = 5, 10, 20, we find e/C01h -_ 0.13, 0.42,

1.26 and 7/elh- 0.0072, 0.032, 0.104 (corresponding to an e-folding time of

about 43 s, 9 s, 3s), respectively. The growth rates should be considered as

lower limits since Chang and Wong [1959] have recently shown that the

inclusion of electromagnetic response of ions in high _ regime can enhance

considerably the growth rate. The excited waves have comparatively long

~ to 55°).
wavelength (kp e - 0.06 to 0.2) and small propagation angle (e - 33 °

The occurrence o£ growth for obliquely propagating waves at v ° >> v A has been

demonstrated by Wu et al. [1983] although it is contrary to the simple

intuitive feeling on the effects of Landau damping in oblique waves.

The nature of waves excited due to the KCSI has been examined

carefully by Wu et al. [1983] who have determined them to be whistlers. The

ratio of electromagnetic to electrostatic components, plotted in Figure 2b,

shows that the two components are comparable at low drift speeds. However,

the electromagnetic component becomes more dominant as the drift speed

increases. Ion heating is expected since the free energy driving this



instability comes from the ion drift. Electron heating is also anticipated as

_e is small (<_ 0.11 . Substantial growth is found over a broad range of e (10 °

to 50°I, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

IMPLICATIONS FROM THIS SUBSTOPJ4 ONSET SCENARIO

If the initiation of substorm expansion is due to the onset of KCSI

in the neutral sheet and LHDI outside the neutral sheet, then there are

several implications which compare favorably with our present knowledge on the

conditions under which substorm onset occurs. The instability growth in the

neutral sheet depends critically on the relative drift between the ions and

electrons. One possible way to enhance the relative drift is the cross-tail

electric field. Since the ions are unmagnetlzed in the neutral sheet just

prior to the substorm expansion onset, they undergo Speiser orbits and can be

accelerated in the direction of the cross-tail electric field.

Under the above scenario, several observed features connected with

substorm expansion onset can be accounted for by the proposed mechanism. The

local time of substorm onset is known to be typically skewed towards the

evening sector [e.g., Craven and Frank, 19893 . If the cross-tail electric

field is the primary agent for increasing the relative drift, then it is

natural to expect the highest speed attained by the unmagnetized ions to occur

at the evening side of the thinned current sheet region in the midnight

sector, perhaps even with ions making multiple neutral sheet encounters.

Thus, the substorm onset is typically skewed towards the evening sector.

There are three conditions identified observationally which can

trigger a substorm onset (see, e.g. Baumjohann, 1986 I. namely, (11 by

northward turnings of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF I during a



southward IblF period. (2} by sudden enhancement of solar wind pressure, and

(3) by an apparently internal process during steady southward I/4F (with no

identifiable onset signature in the solar wind}. Substorms initiated by the

first two conditions can be considered as being directly driven whereas those

initiated by the third condition are due to unloading.

The first condition, suggested first by Rostoker [1983], can be

understood in the following manner. During southward Ii_F, the auroral ovals

expand, indicating an increase in the total magnetic flux content of the tail

lobes. Assuming the tail lobe to be cylindrically symmetric, this increase in

tail flux implies an induced electric field pointing dusk-to-dawn in the

current sheet of the _etotail, thus reducing the cross-tail dawn-to-dusk

electric field generated by the solar wind-magnetosphere dynamo (D. G.

Mitchell and G. Rostoker have independently arrived at the same idea}.

Therefore, northward turning of IMF at this time will decrease the opposing

induced electric field, resulting in a sudden increase in the electric field

in the dawn-to-dusk direction, which will in turn lead to an enhanced current

sheet acceleration of ions in the neutral sheet to initiate the KCSI.

For the second triggering condition, it is observed that sudden solar

wind pressure enhancement leads to compression and thinning of the plasma

sheet. This is presumably accompanied by an enhanced dawn-to-dusk electric

field which convects magnetotail plasma into the neutral sheet region.

building up pressure in response to the larger external pressure. Again, the

thinned plasma sheet leads to ions being _etized in the neutral sheet and

the enhanced electric field will increase the ion drift to drive the KCSI.

Finally, for the third triggering condition, it is well recognized

from observations that both the cross-tall electric field and the B component
z

in the neutral sheet (the two quantities that determine the amount of ion
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acceleration in the current sheet region) often exhibit large variations

[Cattell and Mozer, 1987]. During southward IMF, it is very likely that these

variations in localized regions of the current sheet can elevate the ion drift

speed high enough to yield a favorable condition for the onset of the KCSI.

One can estimate the electric field strength required to trigger the

proposed instability in the current sheet. The approximate energy gained from

current sheet acceleration can be obtained by considering an ion executing a

Speiser orbit and drifting in the direction of the electric field through a

distance equal to twice its gyroradius. For a 2 keV ion, the gyroradius in an

ambient magnetic field of 5 nT is about 1300 km. A relative drift speed of

1000 km/s (2 5 VA) requires an acceleration of only 3.2 keV, corresponding to

an averaged electric field strength of ~1 mVlm. A drift speed of 2000 km/s

(_ 10 VA) requires an acceleration of 19 keV and an averaged electric field of

~7 mV/m. Electric fields of this strength and higher have been reported in

the current sheet region during substorms [Cattell and Mozer, 1987].

Furthermore, the waves in the vicinity of the neutral sheet detected during

substorms are found to have peak power at frequencies near the lower hybrid

frequency as predicted by the instability analysis performed here.

Although the magnitude of current reduction by this instability has

not been determined by non-linear analysis yet, we speculate here the

plausible consequences. The current disruption mechanism can lead to collapse

of highly stretched field lines into more dipolar field lines, resulting in

plasma sheet thickening. This change in magnetic field configuration, known

as dipolarization, will also energize the particles via Fermi acceleration

(shortening of field lines) and betatron acceleration (field magnitude

increase as a result of the collapse). The turbulence due to LHDI outside the

neutral sheet reduces the diamagnetic current (which is the energy source for
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LHDI) and therefore decreases the density gradient scale length. This leads

to thickening of the plasma sheet, augmenting the thickening arising from

dipolarization. Observations indeed show plasma sheet thickening associated

with dipolarization.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained numerical solutions to the linear dispersion

equation of the kinetic cross-field streaming instability in the Earth's

mag_etotail neutral sheet environment. The result demonstrates that this

instability can have a growth time comparable to the substorm onset time. The

most probable onset location in the tail is where the strongest current flows,

i.e. where the magnetic field configuration changes from dipolar to tai1-1ike.

as suggested earlier by Lui and Burrows E1978_. Since this is a cross-field

current-driven instability, its growth will lead to a local current reduction,

which forces part of the cross-tail current to continue through the ionosphere

due to the large inductance of the current system. A current wedge is thus

formed. However, if the ionospheric condition is not appropriate for the

imposed current (see. e.g.. the treatment by Kan et al., 1988). then the

current diversion is impeded by the modification of magnetospheric electric

fields through Alfven waves bouncing between the two regions. A

pseudo-breakup phenomenon may result instead,

The excited waves resulting from the instability have a mixed

polarization with comparable electromagnetic and electrostatic components.

Enhanced magnetic turbulence in the neutral sheet is therefore anticipated.

consistent with in situ observations of current disruption ELui et al.. 19881 .

The wave frequencies are in the lower hybrid frequency range, in agreement
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with observations also [Cattell and _4ozer, 1987]. Heating is expected for

both ions and electrons. The current disruption region may be perceived as a

3-D turbulent reconnection region with a d_ process as envisioned by Song

and Lysak [1989] in the dayside magnetopause. The current disruption

mechanism causes dipolarization which can energize particles further via Fermi

and betatron acceleration.

The cross-tail electric field plays an important role in enhancing

the relative drift between ions and electrons to drive the instability. Note

that dipolarization is associated with an induced dawn-to-dusk electric field

which will accelerate unmagnetized ions in adjacent regions and will lead to

further spatial spreading of the unstable region in the neutral sheet. This

corresponds to the local time widening of the substorm current wedge and

radial spreading of the disturbance. The electric field magnitude needed to

initiate the instability is within the range of electric fields often observed

in the neutral sheet during substorm periods.

The scenario developed for substorm expansion onset based on this

mechanism can readily account for the observed fact that the local time for

substorm onset is typically skewed towards the evening sector from the

midnight meridian. Furthermore, the three conditions in the solar wind under

which substorm onset is observed can be understood.

APPENDIX

We outline here the dispersion equation used in our calculation. For

1 2
specie a (a = i or e), T a = _maV a is the temperature, ma is the mass, v is

a

the thermal speed. _ = lelB/m= is the gyrofrequency, p_ = vJn a is the

gyroradius, na is the number density, _a is the plasma beta, and epa is the
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plasma frequency. The waves under consideration here have frequencies between

_i and fie (nt << _ <( fie) and wavelengths much smaller than the ion Kyroradius

Pi (kPi >> I). Therefore. it is reasonable to take electrons to be magnetized

while ions are taken to be unmagnetized. In fact, this condition is also

suggested by observations for the neutral sheet region just prior to substorm

expansion onset. The local equilibrium distribution functions for electrons

and ions are, respectively,

n "Try 2"-3/2 2)F e = e( e) exp (- v2/v .
e

Fi , 2,-3/2= ni/rvi] exp {- [Vx 2 + (Vy - Vo)2 + Vz2]/vi2}.

(A1)

(A2)

where v is the ion drift velocity perpendicular to the ambient magnetic
o

field. The above forms indicate that our analysis will be performed in the

guiding center rest frame of the electrons using the coordinate system given

in Figure 1. Taking the local approximation, neglecting the higher harmonic

terms in the electron orbit integration, and considering waves propagating in

the yz-plane, i.e., _ = k}l + ky ey, we find the dispersion equation to be

1 + Xi(w,k ) + _e,l(e,k) + Xe,2(e,k) = O. (A3)

The first term in Eq. (A3) is the displacement current contribution, the

second and third terms are electrostatic contributions from the ions and the

electrons, respectively, and the last term contains the electromagnetic

effects. The terms are explicitly given as

2

li(_'k) = 2 ePi [1 + _i Z(_i)] (A4)

k2vi 2
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2

= Pe (1 -¢3 )
Xe, 1 (_°'k) k2v 2 '

e

(AS)

4

_ 4 _pe D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

_e.2(_,k) - k4c2v2 D5 + D6
e

(A6)

where
=- 2 [1

D1 _P e2 @2¢405 . D2 = ¢4
k2c 2

2
¢d

k2c2 2]2 epe 01
+ k2c2

[ 2 2]
2w

2 1 + Pe ¢ 6
D 3 = ¢ 2 k2c 2 k2c 2 '

k11_° { VeD4 - _ c 02 05
k2c

k2cv
e

2_ 2
pe

[ 2 2112¢J

¢4 1 k2c 2 + pe 01k2c 2

[ 2 2][¢_ 2 ¢_pe

D5 = 1 k2c 2 + k2c 2 @6 1 2 2 ] 4k2c 2 + 2 _Pe ¢i k4c 4 @5'k2c 2 , D6 = _ 4_pe 2

@1 = - _e Z(_e) Ue-U [Io(U) - I1(_)]' 02 = - (2_)-1/2 01'

03 = - _e Z(_e)e-_Io(_)'

1 + _e Z(_e)

04 = Z(_e) 03'

1 + _e Z(_e)

°s= z(_e) °2' % = _e°4' (A7)

_i = (_ - kyVo)/kvi . _e - kllVee ' _ = ky2Ve 2/21]e2
(AS)
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-1/2zc_) = _ _ ex exp (-x2l/(x-_). (A9)

and In(_) being the modified Bessel function of order n. The dispersion

equation is similar to that given in Eq. (16) of Wu et al. E1983_.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 A schematic diagram to illustrate the suggestion that both the KCSI

(operating in the neutral sheet) and the LHDI (operating outside

the neutral sheet) play important roles in triggering substorms.

Figure 2a Wave frequency and growth rate maximized over wavenumber and

pro_tion angle as a function of the relative drift speed.

Figure 2b The ratio of electromagnetic to electrostatic components of the

excited waves for the KCSI.

Figure 3 Wave frequency and growth rate, maximized over the wavenumber, as a

function of the propagation angle for Vo/V A = 15.
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